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ABSTRACT 

In order to put larger and larger satellites into orbit it will be necessary to assemble smaller 

pieces whilst in space as demonstrated by the International Space Station (ISS) which makes 

the overall size limitless. This paper investigates the development of a prototype rendezvous 

and docking system using electro-magnetics which has been designed, built and successfully 

tested as a joint venture between the University of Surrey and CalTech. These prototypes, 

although excellently manufactured, have highlighted some shortcomings that require some 

further research and design in order to bring it closer to being flight-ready hardware.  

One of the issues is with the design of the receptor cone which currently does not satisfy 

the 6 points of contact required to satisfy the model of kinematic constraint in a secure fash-

ion as required.  

A secondary issue is with the PCB on which the electro-magnetic coils are fixed; this has 

been produced to a rough estimate of size but now needs to be rescaled to CubeSat standards 

in order to mount them properly for launch. Incorporating the H-bridge driver circuit into 

this PCB is more practical and will save space. 

In order to achieve nominal constraint the docking receptor has been redesigned to give 

the maximum possible receiving angle, a snug fit and 2 points of contact in each instance 

which is achieved by ball and V groove. Small permanent magnets inside the receptor allows 

for powerless hold after a successful docking. 

Significant testing of the system has been performed to verify the operation of the system 

enhancements and to characterise the associated forces. This paper concludes the advance-

ments which have been made and highlights where further research is required. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The advent of space based telescopes has revolutionised astronomy and allowed scientists 

to see farther into the universe with more clarity than ever before. Hubble [HST] is now 

nearing the end of its life and is set to be replaced by the James Webb space telescope in 

2018 but with a 6.5m mirror it is the maximum achievable aperture that current launch ve-

hicles can accommodate.  

New methods of increasing this aperture are being considered and one such way is to 

launch several smaller telescopes and have them self-assemble in space and thus by adding 

more and more the aperture can become as large as desired. 

The Autonomous Assembly of a Reconfigurable Space Telescope (AAReST) is a mission 

to demonstrate autonomous assembly of several small satellites in orbit to generate data 

which can then be applied to future larger missions. AAReST comprises of a central 9U (9 

CubeSat units of 10cm3) satellite which will be referred to from here on as the ‘CoreSat’ and 

two 3U free flyers, called ‘MirrorSats’ from here on, which will be launched as a single 

‘MicroSat’ (<50kg) in a compact unit. (Figure 1, a) Two mirrors are attached to the core 

satellite and are held in fixed focus and the other two mirrors are attached to the MirrorSats 

and are deformable so that the focus can be changed depending on the configuration. Once 

on orbit a boom will deploy which has a camera at the end (Figure 1, b) and testing can 

begin. Once verification testing has completed the two free flyers will detach, reorient and 

then re-attach in a different configura-

tion autonomously (Figure 1,c). The 

primary source of propulsion for these 

manoeuvres will be an electro-mag-

netic docking system which is to be 

discussed with at length in this report. 

The docking system consists of 4 DC 

electro magnets on each satellite, these 

are to be controlled by the on board 

computer (OBC) with the help of a  

LIDAR for the far distant and camera 

vision system for near field to allow 
Figure 1 AAReST satellite major deployment stages 
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the satellites to autonomously reconfigure when given the command. The systems perfor-

mance needs to be evaluated before producing a control algorithm. One of the aims of this 

project is to characterise the thrust available from the docking system and see at what range 

it is possible to use it from and also what tolerances are allowable in terms of approach 

angles. 

 

1.1 Background and Context 

The details of this mission have been presented in several releases from both Surrey and 

Caltech [1][2]. As a basic overview it can be viewed as a deformable mirror, except to re-

shape the mirror there are elements which detach, re-orient and then re-attach in a different 

configuration. While detached, each of these elements is essentially an independent satellite 

with its own power supply, GPS and thrusters. Although these detachable elements cannot 

communicate directly to Earth on their own, they are equipped with Wi Fi capabilities (from 

a USB dongle) which they can relay messages via an Inter Satellite Link (ISL) through the 

core satellite. This function will be used to perform attitude control and docking manoeuvers 

as each satellite will need to know the precise position of its counterpart. The detachable 

elements have been named ‘MirrorSats’ with the main satellite been named the ‘CoreSat’. 

In planning for this mission, Professor Underwood et al. from University of Surrey, has 

developed an electro-magnetic docking system which has so far gone through several stages 

of prototyping and testing. It is based on the model of kinematic coupling where to have 

satisfactory docking without over-constraint there needs to be six points of contact between 

two bodies. This can be achieved by Kinematic Coupling otherwise known as a Kelvin 

Clamp [3] which has a set of 3 V grooves on one body and 3 balls on the second body set 

120 ̊apart. Each ball will touch each V groove in two places and therefore satisfy the model. 
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The docking adaptors are 

backed by electromagnets 

which are planned to be the 

primary source of propul-

sion for docking when the 

MirrorSats are in close 

proximity. These magnets 

are to be controlled by 

Pulse Width Modulated 

(PWM) H-bridge drivers, 

the driving circuit is to be 

incorporated into the mount-

ing PCB.  

 

 

1.2 Scope and Objectives 

Several issues with the current design of the docking system have been identified as being 

in need of development in order to bring the mission closer to completion and are listed here 

as being the objectives of this project: 

 Redesign the docking port receiver cup or ‘drogue’ 

o Currently the receptor is held in place by a small screw but the screw itself is 

preventing the dock from mating satisfactorily. 

 Include small permanent magnets to allow powerless hold after successful docking. 

o Keeping a small current going through the coils is a possible solution but if 

permanent magnets can be used then the power usage of the spacecraft is 

reduced. 

 Redesign base plate of docking port to suit the CubeSat standard. 

o The plate mounted on the docking system is the wrong dimension to suit the 

ISIS CubeSat frame so this needs to be re-designed and also needs to incor-

porate a H-bridge driver circuit and allow connection of a power sharing 

harness through the docking ports to the satellite bus. 

Figure 2  Docking Units 

http://www.cs.stir.ac.uk/~kjt/research/conformed.html
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 Assemble test models of a core-sat and a free flyer. 

o Test models are available in the lab so upon completion of the docking system 

these should be assembled in a fashion similar to the completed satellite. 

o Implement control over Wi-Fi 

o Verify operation of H-bridge driver 

 Demonstrate successful undocking and docking on the air-bearing table. 

o Measure attraction forces at various distances. 

o Measure acceptance angles and tolerances. 

 

1.3 Overview of Report 

This report contains a review of some of the current studies in the field of autonomous dock-

ing of spacecraft and goes on to detail the advancements of the system which have been 

made including a new solenoid driver circuit, docking receiver cups and wireless control 

implementation. Finally some intensive testing was carried out in order to characterise the 

system which will be invaluable when it is combined with a vision system to implement fully 

autonomous control. 

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

In preparation for this project it is necessary to review the current state of research in this 

field which are essentially research markers that can assist with future work. In this section 

some lines of research are reviewed, there is a review of kinematic coupling which allows 

two bodies to be in stable contact without stressing the structure. Autonomous docking of 

spacecraft is investigated, this has been a point of interest for almost 3 decades. Autonomy 

is essential for many applications where the distance from a control centre and the complex-

ity of the manoeuvre would make direct human control almost impossible.  

Another line of research has gone into Electromagnetic docking, on which investigation 

started around 15 years ago with an upcoming desire to autonomously service satellites in-

orbit. Prior to using magnetics there had been missions like NASA’s Orbital Express [5], 

which demonstrated the possibility of rendezvous with an in-service satellite and transfer of 
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a battery and fuel to extend the satellites life. Although the demonstration was a success, the 

cost of the mission coupled with the lack of uptake by commercial satellite operators meant 

that it has not been repeated. Orbital Express used a robotic arm to capture the target so it 

was concerned with rendezvous but not berthing, for this project we are concerned with 

rendezvous and magnetic berthing or docking. 

 

 

2.2 Rendezvous and docking 

There have been many space missions where spacecraft have needed to rendezvous and 

dock. It is a complicated procedure where each spacecraft needs to have its orbit clearly 

defined and a calculations made to change the chaser spacecraft’s velocity vector to bring 

about a rendezvous. An orbiting body is locked into a defined orbit path which need the 6 

classical orbital elements defined to accurately predict its path. The orbital elements are: 

 a – semi-major axis of the orbit ellipse 

 e – eccentricity of the orbit ellipse 

 I – Inclination between angular mo-

mentum vector and the z unit vector 

 Ω – Right ascension of the ascending 

node 

 ω – argument of perigee 

 v – true anomaly 

When the satellites are separated, they 

are in different orbit frames and their movement is governed by several equations. The vis-

viva (1) equation relates the velocity to the size of the orbit. 

 
𝑉2 =  𝜇 (

2

𝑟
−
1

𝑎
) 

(1) 

If you are using a reference system with its origin at the centre of the targets centre of mass 

the relative position can be defined by a set of linear differential equations known as the 

Euler-Hill equations.[7] 

Figure 3 Orbital Parameters 
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�̈� =

𝐹𝑥
𝑚
+ 2 𝜔 𝑧̇  

 

 
�̈� =

𝐹𝑦

𝑚
− 𝜔2 𝑦 

𝜔 = 2𝜋/𝑇𝑂𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡                                    (2) 

 
�̈�̇ =

𝐹𝑧
𝑚
− 2𝜔 𝑥 + 3𝜔2𝑧̇ 

 

Where TOrbit is the time for the target satellite to complete a full orbit, m is the mass of the 

chaser satellite and F represents the sum of all forces in each direction including thrusters, 

perturbations and atmospheric drag (altitude dependant). 

For the docking part there have been many systems implemented, from the Gemini docking 

mechanism to the International Berthing and docking mechanism [4]. Some of these are 

autonomous and androgynous but the majority are not. However none have used magnetics 

as the primary propulsion system.  

 

2.3 Autonomous Docking of spacecraft 

Autonomous RDV and docking has been discussed as being critical criteria for space explo-

ration for many decades. A paper by Hiroyuki Nakamura [9] in 1988 regarded autonomy as 

a prerequisite to building and maintaining a space station and for servicing or refuelling 

satellites in orbit. This paper details many aspects of attaining autonomy safely with fail 

safes that allows human intervention in case of system failure, though at the time it must be 

said that computer power was limited and this was a new technology in need of development. 

The USSR developed an automated ‘probe and drogue’ docking system called ‘Igla’ [8] 

which was based on radio telemetry and designed for the Soyuz spacecraft. It successfully 

completed its first autonomous docking procedure in 1967 and since then it has gone through 

many stages of development. ‘Igla’ has since been replaced by an updated version called 

‘Kurs’ which is still in operation today.  

The European Space Agencies Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) used a videometer 

which pointed lasers at passive reflectors on the ISS which it then used to calculate its posi-

tion and to steer using 4 main engines and 28 attitude control thrusters to drive the standard 

Russian-built mechanical docking mechanism onto the port for capture and latch. 
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By 1992 autonomous RDV testing was being carried out by NASA using technology de-

vised primarily for cruise missiles. A report by Ruel Edwin Jones [15] gives details of how 

the technology was adapted and improved by the use of GPS and a monochrome video cam-

era to allow docking of spacecraft but unfortunately it didn’t get past the simulation stage. 

In simulation the camera was able to detect the target from 1km away but it only became the 

primary proximity and attitude sensor within 20m. At the time the simulation was being done 

with Space Station Freedom which never came to fruition but it did pave the way for the 

International Space Station. The first successful autonomous separation and docking for the 

US occurred on 5/6 May 2007 [25]. 

The International Berthing and docking mechanism [8] is a re-design of the standard Rus-

sian docking mechanism which will allow for a full range of spacecraft to dock to the ISS, 

it will provide soft docking through a mechanical capture latch system and also has provi-

sions for a magnetic capture latch system.[10] 

A fully functional simulation test bed, similar to the one that will be used to verify the 

outcome of this project, was built and experimented with by students at the Naval Postgrad-

uate School in California [16] which successfully demonstrated autonomous docking of a 

chaser satellite to a stationary target satellite using two cameras and a Proportional Deriva-

tive (PD) feedback loop. There are plans to use this system for future variations in the 

concept. 

Previous to this report there was initial testing of docking satellites on a micro-porous 

carbon air bearing table which proved the magnetic docking concept and warranted further 

development in the Surrey Space Centre (SSC) [1]. These used crudely produced Electro-

Magnetic solenoids and ducted air vents for propulsion along with Microsoft Kinect® stereo 

vision camera system for guidance under wireless computer control. It is within the scope of 

this project to have completed new proto-flight hardware and demonstrate repeated dock-

ing/un-docking on a newly commissioned granite air bearing table. 

 

2.4 Electromagnetic Docking 

Feasibility studies started as far back as 2000 on an Electro-Magnetic docking system as the 

advantages such as no propellant consumption, no plume contamination, and continuous, 

reversible, and synchronous control capability are highly desirable in the space industry. 

OASIS [20] [21] investigated the feasibility of on-orbit EM docking and verified, with 
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ground-based experiments, the benefits of such a system. NASA has done some of its own 

testing with, for example, AERCam [22] which has demonstrated on an air bearing table 

successful attitude correction and autonomous docking using electro magnets for the final 

manoeuvre when the units were in close enough proximity.  

In an Electromagnetic Formation Flight (EMFF) mission there are two torques that need 

to be accounted for with respect to attitude determination. One is a translational torque pro-

duced by the two spacecraft’s EM docking systems and the other is a torque induced by the 

Earth’s magnetic field interacting with the spacecraft’s EM system. With respect to this mis-

sion where the Electromagnets are only being used for close proximity docking and not for 

permanent formation flying the latter torque may be small and over a short period of time 

but nonetheless it cannot be completely neglected. Much work has been done at the College 

of Aerospace Science and Engineering, National University of Defence Technology, Chang-

sha, China with regards to the dynamics and control of EMFF [23]. Conclusions drawn 

include the unique challenges this approach brings due to the un-linearity of the magnetic 

attraction and un-certainty of the force close to the attraction limits. 

 

2.5 Kinematic couplings 

Kinematic couplings are highly repeatable determinant structures that are often used in pre-

cision fixing applications. There are several variations: one that consists of three 

hemispheres on one part that fit respectively into a tetrahedral dent, a V-groove, and a flat 

surface and another where 3 hemisphere balls sit into 3 V-grooves giving the required 6 

points of contact as the number of contact points determines the number 

of degrees of freedom that are being constrained without over constrain-

ing, known as a Kelvin Clamp [6]. The latter method is being used here 

for the spacecraft’s docking system. 

 
Figure 4 Kelvin Clamp 
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2.6 Probe and Drogue  

A system of ‘probe & drogue’ appears to have originated as a method to refuel aeroplanes 

mid-flight with the probe attached to the receiver and the drogue (cup shaped) dragged by 

the supply. [17] This system was later used by the Russians in space missions and has since 

been adapted for many different applica-

tions. It consists of a wide acceptance cone, 

called the drogue, which can capture a slen-

der body, the probe, with a few degrees of 

precision tolerance as the probe can slide 

into the drogue as you can visualise from 

Figure 5. 

 

3 MAGNETIC THEORY 

Magnetics is a difficult subject and many great physicists have devised mathematical models 

which successfully describe the characteristics of permanent magnets but when it comes to 

electro-magnetism things are quite different and there are several methods available to de-

scribe the behaviour. 

The Biot–Savart law is an equation which describes the magnetic field that is generated 

by an electric current [11]. It relates the magnetic field to the magnitude, direction, and prox-

imity of the electric current. 

 
𝐁(𝑟) =

𝜇0
4𝜋

∫ 𝐼𝑑𝐥 x
𝐫′

|𝐫′|3𝐶

 
(3) 

Where the Magnetic flux density, B, is measured in Teslas [T]. μ0 is the magnetic constant. 

𝑑𝐥 is a vector whose magnitude is the length of wire in the direction of current, r’ = r – l is 

the full displacement vector from the wire element, l, to the point the field is being calculated, 

r. 

 

Ampère’s law, which forms one of the Maxwell equations, relates the electric current in a 

coil to the magnetic field that is created [12]. The equation can be written in integral form as 

follows: 

Figure 5 Cross-section of a Probe and Drogue 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_constant
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∮𝑩. 𝑑ℓ
𝐶

= 𝜇0∬𝐽 ∙  𝑑𝑆 = 𝜇0𝐼𝑒𝑛𝑐
𝑆

 
(4) 

Where J is the total current density [Am/m2]. Dℓ is a differential of the curve C and Ienc is 

the current enclosed by C.  

The attraction force from a solenoid to a piece of ferromagnetic material can be derived from 

Maxwell’s equations [13] and is generally given by the equation:  

 𝐹 = ((𝑁𝐼)2𝜇0𝐴)/2𝑔
2 (5) 

This equation can be used to find the attraction of the solenoids to the solenoid core and/or 

flux extenders of the other satellite while they are in docked position. 

Using this equation and assuming a 3cm gap between a solenoid and a ferromagnetic mate-

rial of the CoreSat it can be seen that the attraction force can be as high as 10N and that the 

polarity of the solenoids doesn’t matter. This will have implications on how the MirrorSats 

will detach from the Core from launch configuration when the CoreSat does not have sole-

noids to create an opposing field. 

 

3.1 Gilbert Model [13] 

Calculating the magnetic forces between tow solenoids is a complex issue which needs con-

sideration of the dimension, shape, orientation and magnetisation of the magnets. An 

approximation can be made by applying ‘Gilbert’s model’ where it can be assumed that the 

magnetic field is being produced by magnetic charges on the pole surface so the pole strength 

can be found by calculating the moment associated with each coil and dividing it by the 

length (Eqn 6). Then the force between the coils becomes a sum of the combined magneti-

sation multiplied by the permeability of the medium divided by a scaling factor which 

represents the reduction in flux density radially from a sphere. This becomes inaccurate if 

the poles are in very close proximity.  

 
𝑚 =

𝑁𝐼𝐴

𝐿
 

(6) 

 𝐹 =
𝜇0𝑚1𝑚2

4𝜋𝑟2
 

(7) 

Where m is the pole strength [Am/m], N is the number of turns, I is the current, A is the 
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cross-sectional area of each pole [m2], L is the length of the magnetic field gap (Lcore + Lgap), 

F is the force between two poles, μ0 is the permeability of free space and r is the distance 

between the poles. 

In applying this model we know that the solenoid coils have approximately 900 turns, the 

current drain is 650mA and the length of the core is 10cm. The cross-sectional area is πr2 

where the radius is half the core and half the windings, 

see Figure 6, which is 7.25mm, giving an area of 

165mm2. The permeability of free space, μ0 = 4π *10-

7. Figure 7 shows the expected results on a semilog 

scale as the force is exponential in nature. 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Simulated attraction force of a solenoids pair 

 

3.2 Interaction with Earth’s magnetic field 

Since Earth acts like a magnetic dipole there is concern around the magnetic moment the 

satellites will experience while the solenoids are energised. The effect of this is well under-

stood with many microsatellites actually using this effect as a method of attitude control with 

magnetorquers. The mathematics of this has been well documented for example in a paper 

by a Chinese research team. [30] 

Figure 6 Determine solenoid parameters 
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Currently the orbit for AAReST is not confirmed but for example in a 400km orbit the 

Earth’s magnetic field varies between 25μT at the equator to 50μT at the poles with approx-

imately 1% of this being made up from a ring current that circles Earth which varies 

depending on the suns activity. 

The magnetic moment of a solenoid can be calculated by:  

 Mm = I*A*N (8) 

where: 

Mm = Magnetic Moment (A/m2) 

I = Current (A) 

A = Cross sectional Area (m2) 

N = Number of turns 

For these solenoids this works out to have a magnetic moment value of 96.5A/m2 per coil. 

The torque can be calculated from: 

 τ = Mm * B (9) 

where:  

τ is the torque acting on the dipole and is measured in Newton metres (N/m). 

B is the external magnetic field  

This results in a torque between, τ = 2.4 mN/m to 4.8 mN/m per coil depending on latitude. 

Since this torque is undesired it will be necessary to minimise this effect during docking 

manoeuvres. Considering that each MirrorSat will have a mass of around 5kg but the CoreSat 

will be around 40kg the moment of inertia of the CoreSat will be much greater and therefore 

cause inconsistent rotation rates between the two satellites. Alternating the polarity between 

the solenoids will cause opposing torques which should minimise the effect but as shown 

earlier this results in greatly reduced attraction forces. 

Verification of this magnetic moment took place on the air bearing table where a free 

moving satellite was placed stationary on the table normal to the Earth’s magnetic field, and 

the solenoids were energised to find how quickly this torque would de-stabilise the system. 

It was found that after just 20 seconds the satellite, in configuration 1, would rotate to polar 

align and stabilise in under a minute. When the satellite was placed 180̊ to Earths dipole it 

would take around 1 minute for alignment to occur but so much angular momentum had 
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built up that it didn’t stabilise. Subsequent tests indicate that if the polarity of the solenoids 

is alternated between the 4 coils then this effect is minimised but since no 2 coils are exactly 

the same there is still a small torque. 

 

3.3 Simulation 

To aid in understand how the system will behave, some computer modelling of the docking 

systems solenoids was performed. Results show the magnetic field lines and flux density. 

This can aid in the calculation of attraction forces. One model was done in 2D using Vizimag 

software of 4 solenoids with the characteristics of the real solenoids and placed at various 

distances, polarity configurations and angular offset. Figure 8 to Figure 11 illustrate this and 

Figure 12 shows how the flux density changes from the end of one solenoid core to another 

solenoid core 30cm away. 

 

 

Figure 8 2D Simulations of configuration 1 at 10cm 
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Figure 9 Simulations of configuration 2 at 10cm (left) and at 30cm (right) 

  

Figure 10 Simulations illustrating how angular torques are created. 
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Figure 11 Simulation of a 90 degree offset shows how misalignment could occur 

 

 

Figure 12 Magnetic flux density in the 30cm between two solenoids 
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3.4 Magnetic properties of materials 

There are 3 main categories which materials fall into with respect to their magnetic proper-

ties: 

Paramagnetic materials – exhibit magnetism proportional to applied field and follow 

Curies law:  

 
𝑀 = 𝐶 (

𝐵

𝑇
) 

(10) 

where: M= Magnetisation, C = Curies constant, B = Magnetic field and T = Temperature 

in Kelvin 

Diamagnetic materials – oppose applied magnetic field. 

Ferromagnetic materials – form magnets or are attracted to magnets. 

 

Magnetic permeability is a measure of the total magnetisation of a material and is measured 

in Henries/meter but is usually represented by μ. The permeability of free space (and vac-

uum) is defined as µ0 = 4π×10−7 H/m. However as the values of μ are generally very small 

it is more common to write it in terms of its relative permeability μr which is given as:   

 μ =  μ/μ0 (11) 

Magnetic susceptibility is a dimensionless proportional factor which indicates the degree of 

magnetisation a material displays in response to an applied magnetic field. It is denoted as 

XV and related to permeability by the following equation: 

 𝜇 =  𝜇0(1 + 𝑋𝑉) (12) 

3.4.1 Hysteresis 

Hysteresis is a measure of the retention of a magnetisation of a material when the magnetis-

ing field is removed. When a ferromagnetic material is magnetised in one direction, it will 

not go back to being non-magnetic on its own, it must be coerced back to zero by a magnetic 

field in the opposite direction. If an alternating magnetic field is applied to a material, its 

magnetisation can be plotted and the result is called a hysteresis loop which is related to the 

existence of magnetic domains in the material. 

Figure 13 illustrates a typical Hysteresis loop with all the main features marked. The point’s 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/ferro.html#c1
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/ferro.html#c4
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‘b’ and ‘e’ indicate the residual magnetisation after saturation. Since the solenoids in use for 

this project are dual-polarity, meaning each end can be switched to North or South poles 

depending on the manoeuver desired, it is preferable to have a very low remanence and this 

is one reason why soft iron was chosen for the solenoid core material. The hysteresis curves 

for magnetically soft materials are very narrow. 

Coercivity refers to the level of reverse magnetic field required to return the magnetism 

back to zero after being in saturation. Both these values are gained by performing a Hyste-

resis analysis of the chosen core material however it is very difficult to perform this 

experiment on a straight core. Instead, measurements were taken of the B field against coil 

current and plotted in Figure 14. As the measurements were first taken in the positive voltage 

range and then in the negative, it can be seen in this plot that it took a coersive force with -

0.5V to completely overcome the residual magnetism of the opposite polarity. 

 

 

Figure 13 Typical Hysteresis curve 
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Figure 14 Plot of magnetic flux density against solenoid voltage 

 

Degaussing is a technique where residual magnetisation can be removed by repeatedly al-

ternating the magnetic field with a reducing amplitude, thereby lowering the necessary 

coercive force with each cycle and eventually down to zero. This technique can be used if 

the residual has implications on the attitude of the satellites on orbit. 

 

4 DEVELOPMENTS 

4.1 Re-design of the docking port drogue 

Investigation of solutions to the docking receptor design to fulfil the kelvin clamp model. 

The design of the probe and drogue is crucial in allowing a successful docking. The existing 

design was very well thought out, however when assembled it was found that the screw (with 

the kelvin clamp V groove) sat approximately 1mm proud and therefore the probe didn’t 

mate deep enough and also didn’t make the necessary contact. This also means that the dock-

ing MirrorSat would be 1mm away from where it would be desired and so the docking would 

be unstable. Since the external dimensions of the port are fixed with respect to the rest of the 

design, the internal dimensions need to be adjusted to allow for the docking. 

In making adjustments to this several prototypes were produced with ‘Solid Edge’ CAD 
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software and a few were 3D modelled to check if the proposals are valid. 

 

4.1.1 First Drogue Prototype  

The first thought was to include the screw as part of the drogues design and therefore elim-

inating the extra space requirement which the previous design needed for the screw. To 

support this structure an indent which allowed the drogue to fit over the EM core bar was 

removed. This was then 3D printed and examined leading to the discovery that although the 

fit was correct other issues were created: 

 The fit was snug but failed to meet the kelvin clamp model by over constraining the 

probe. 

 Having an M3 threaded bar as part of the drogue would be difficult to manufacture. 

 The drogue weighs in at approx. 94g so this weight would put considerable sheer 

forces on a 3mm holding bar during the launch environment. 

 There was still the issue of including a permanent magnet for powerless hold which 

wasn’t taken into account on this prototype. 

 

4.1.2 Second Drogue Prototype  

A second attempt seen an increase in the size of the threaded bar to 4mm, reduction of the 

depth of the drogue acceptance cone to leave space to insert a 3mm neodymium magnet 

where the probe tip rests. Taking ideas from the original design it was theorised that a v-

groove could be cut into a small 3mm wide disc magnet which would fulfil the kelvin clamp. 

After examination of a 3D print here are the conclusions: 

 Although an M4 bar would be easier to manufacture it is still not ideal. 

 Cutting a groove in a 3mm diameter magnet is a difficult task and it is difficult to 

confirm if the 1.2mm radius probe tip would contact correctly. 

 The 3x2mm magnet supplied around 1 newton of force but this went down consid-

erably after cutting the groove. 

CAD drawings of the first and second prototypes are available in appendix 3. 
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4.1.3 Third Drogue Prototype  

A new tactic was required and a possible solution is to separate the drogue into 2 parts. Part 

1 is the wide acceptance cone but with the core cut out to create a second piece. At the base 

of part 1 a 3mm countersunk hole allows the drogue to be attached to the electromagnet core 

using an M3 screw. Part 2 is an insert with a V groove at the bottom and underneath a space 

for a permanent magnet to be inserted. This allows for kelvin clamp compliance and leaves 

a small separation between the magnet and the probe. It’s now theorized that the magnet 

needs to be larger since it does not directly touch the probe. In this design a 6x1mm magnet 

disc is used. The 2 pieces are to be joined by an electrically conductive glue, (drogue acts as 

power sharing port while docked) like a silver filled epoxy. Preliminary results for this 

method seem favorable. Error! Reference source not found. shows a cross-section of how 

he probe will sit inside the 

new drogue insert with 2 

points of contact, the gap 

immediately under the 

probe tip is where a 

6x1mm neodymium mag-

net is to be placed and 

under that is a 3mm coun-

tersunk hole so the 

adaptor can be attached to 

the end of the solenoid 

coil and below that is a 

10mm cutout so that the 

drogue can fit over the end of the solenoid core. 

 

This is the favored design and Figure 16Figure 5 shows CAD design of the outer drogue 

and Figure 17 shows the drogue insert. Figure 18 shows a 3D printed model assembled which 

is used for testing later in this report alongside a mild steel version which was manufactured 

in-house but sadly without the V groove necessary. 

Figure 15 Cross-section of 3rd drogue prototype with probe inserted 
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Figure 16 Outer section of the Third Drogue Prototype 

 

Figure 17 Insert for the third drogue prototype 

 

4.2 Drogue Manufacture 

There were several methods available for the manufacture of the drogue so decisions needed 

to be made as to which method would produce the best results and fit within budget re-

straints. It was known at the time of design that the V groove inside the drogue insert would 
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be a difficult feature to achieve but two methods were researched and found to be suitable.  

The first is ‘casting’, make a mould from clay or sand and then pour molten metal into 

the mould to produce the shape. This method is expensive but produces great results, recom-

mended if large quantities need to be made. 

Another method is to make the basic shape on a lathe and then perform a process called 

‘Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)’, otherwise known as ‘spark eroding’ to define the 

required feature. With EDM, material is removed from the work piece by a series of rapid 

current discharges from a tool electrode to the target material. Currently the university does 

not have the necessary equipment to perform this procedure but there are plans to acquire it 

in the future. External companies have quoted for the EDM part being approx. £20 per item. 

Nine drogues were manufactured by the mechanical engineering department in the Uni-

versity of Surrey from Mild Steel with plans for them to be passed to an external company 

for EDM of the V groove, however, after preliminary tests using the new drogues it was 

decided that the wrong type of steel was used so EDM was not performed. Mild steel was 

chosen for its low cost, magnetic susceptibility and ease of machining but it was found that 

it is unsuitable for a few reasons.  

One reason is that during a docking manoeuver, the probe of the docking satellite becomes 

more strongly attracted to the metal of the drogue rather than to the solenoid core, resulting 

in latching before docking completes. Another problem is that the latch magnets inside the 

drogues have a small field strength so that the field lines can close within the steel resulting 

in no external field, meaning there is no latching force to hold the probe tip from the other 

satellite.  

Tests using the stainless steel drogues show that docking can occur unobstructed but the 

magnetic field is measurably lower and the latch magnets are too weak to penetrate the steel. 

Tests were performed with 3D modelled versions which prove that the latch magnets are 

powerful enough if the field is not absorbed. This then leaves a conundrum where for dock-

ing and latching a plastic drogue seems to perform best but this makes power sharing 

impossible. Other materials needed to be trialled.  

A set of 3, Series 6 aluminium, drogues were manufactured to prove the operation and 

confirmed it as a suitable material. Tests have shown a very small deviation from the sole-

noids performance in terms of attraction forces. 
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In summary, measurements were taken on all aspects of how the docking adaptors per-

formed in terms of the requirements of 6 points of contact, latching forces, and docking 

manoeuvers using 2 different types of steel, 3D modelled versions and finally aluminium 

versions which is being concluded here as being the preferable material to use for manufac-

turing flight hardware. 

 

  

Figure 18 3D model and Steel (without V groove) of the third drogue prototype 

 

 

Figure 19 New steel drogue and insert separated 
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4.3 H-bridge driver circuit 

From the design currently implemented the electro-magnetic coils are to be driven by an H-

bridge driver circuit, utilizing the pre-selected DRV8432 stepper motor driver chip from 

Texas Instruments (TI) [18]. One prototype was previously produced on a simple breakout 

board to test the feasibility of the selection which functioned correctly. The next step is to 

produce a circuit which can be the base circuit board attached to the electro-magnetic coils. 

In order to do this it is first necessary to refer to the data sheet for the DRV8432 chip and 

select a circuit design which is suitable to this application. The board needs to be manufac-

tured in accordance with the ‘CubeSat’ standards [3] which specify the dimensions of the 

board with correct clearances, mounting holes and position of a stackable pc104 bus inter-

face. 

 

4.3.1 H-bridge 

An H-bridge is an electronic circuit which allows con-

trol of power flow in either direction through a load. 

This is commonly used to drive motors forwards and 

backwards. It gets its name from what it looks like in a 

circuit diagram as in Figure 20. It consists of four 

switches, when the switches 1 and 4 are closed (with 2 

and 3 open) a positive voltage will be applied across the 

load. By opening switches 1 and 4 and closing switches 

2 and 3, the voltage is reversed, which reverses the po-

larity on the solenoid. [27] This type of circuit will be 

used in conjunction with PWM to drive the electro-

magnets for the docking system. 

 

 

4.3.2 H-bridge PCB considerations 

The prototype electro-magnets have been mounted on a 100mm square blank PCB but the 

CubeSat standard board is 90.17mm wide by 95.89 high. This will have implications on the 

way the coils are mounted as currently the brackets are flush with the edge of the PCB, 

Figure 20 H-bridge representation 
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therefore the size of the brackets will need to be increased to accommodate the coils and 

keep the probe and drogue adaptors in the same position. 

The pc104 bus has specifications for some of the pins for power, ground and I2C but most 

of the pins are unused which gives freedom to designate pins as necessary, within reason. 

While the MirrorSats are docked they are allowed to share power from the CoreSat, it has 

already been specified that this power will come from an ‘USB charging’ pin specified on 

the chosen ‘Gomspace P31u nanopower’ module [19]. Wires from the docking ports need to 

be connected to the PCB to connect to this pin and also to ground.  

There are 6 inputs to the DRV8432 that will be controlled by the OBC, these are namely: 

 PWM_A, PWM_B, PWM_C and PWM_D, RESET_AB and RESET_CD 

Outputs labeled A, B, C and D: 

 A and B will control one EM coil.  

 C and D will control the other. 

Each solenoid coil has 9 layers of 24 AWG wire, 160 turns per layer. The resistance is 

approx. 84mΩ/m on a 10mm soft iron core. This translates into 7.7Ω resistance for the 91m 

used. So at 5V each coil at full power will take 650mA which is 3.25W/coil. So by IPC 

standards [24] the track width for the 5V line on the satellite bus should be at least 0.4mm 

to take the maximum of 1.3A. 

The driver is rated up to 70V at 16A so the use here of 5V at a maximum of 2.6A indicates 

that the heat generated by the chip is minimal, regardless, a heatsink should be placed on top 

of the chip to dissipate excess heat while in use. There is already a heat slug attached to the 

chip which should be soldered to ground on the PCB which will dissipate heat and also 

reduce noise on the power line. 

There are two fault outputs from the chip, namely FAULT and OTW which are active low 

and indicate if something has gone wrong within the chip. For the purposes of testing these 

are connected through LEDs to a 3.3V power line but for flight hardware these should be 

connected back to GPIO inputs on the Raspberry Pi and monitored. 

Pre-flight prototype PCB’s are to be manufactured in the university which has a current 

limitation of 2 sides with no thru-hole link so these need to be manually soldered. 

For the purposes of test and validation, standard thru-hole components were chosen but 
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it should be noted that space qualified components would be used for actual implementation. 

This means using tantalum capacitors (electrolytic caps will outgas and fail) and leaded sol-

der which creates more vibration resistant joints and helps avoid whisker creation. Also the 

PCB should be manufactured from a material in compliance with ‘UL94V-0’ such as ‘FR4’ 

(Flame Retardant 4) glass reinforced epoxy. 

 

4.4 Power Sharing 

It is desired to allow power sharing from the MirrorSats to the CoreSat whilst docked so that 

it can benefit from the complete set of solar cells for charging since some of the CoreSat’s 

solar cells will be covered by the MirrorSats. The power requirements of each MirrorSat will 

be small during most of its lifetime with the main expenditure occurring during docking 

manoeuvers so whilst docked the CoreSat can be charging its batteries using the MirrorSats 

solar cells. The CoreSat has the highest power requirement as it contains the downlink trans-

mitter back to Earth. 

To avoid needing a complicated power interface it should be possible to allow power to 

flow through the docking ports, this can be achieved by making an electrical connection to 

each docking adaptor and making a connection from there back to the battery on each satel-

lite. The power supplies which have been selected are units from GomSpace called the P31U 

[19]. These are equipped with a ‘5V Battery Charge input’, which should work for this re-

quirement. There are 6 points of contact between each satellite through 3 ports. 

Consideration needs to be made of how they will be docked at different times of the mission. 

Figure 21 illustrates how only one of the MirrorSat docking ports need to be connected 

to power and 2 of the CoreSat drogues need to be connected to the USB charging input on 

the Gomspace EPS to facilitate the 2 docking positions. The drogues and probes on the top 

docking unit will all be connected to ground and thus completing the circuit.  

In preparation for this, provisions have been made on the new H-bridge PCB to connect 

to the relevant pins on the satellite PC104 bus. There are 2 each of 5V, USB charging and 

ground connections on the PCB to allow connection to the solenoid cores. These pins are 

connected to the charging pin of the GomSpace power unit. There are also places for con-

nection to 5V and ground. 
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Figure 21 Illustrates how power can be connected to each adaptor. 

 

While the solenoids are energised there is a strong magnetic field induced in the solenoid 

iron cores which acts as an impedance and disrupts the flow of power but testing has shown 

this to only be the case while the coils are energised so this doesn’t affect the performance 

and placing a voltage on the cores has no observable effect on the magnetic field of the 

solenoids. 

 

4.4.1 Connecting power to the docking adaptors 

From the previous design, in order to transfer power between the satellites whilst docked, 

lockwasher terminals were placed behind each docking adaptor (probe, drogue, flux ex-

tender) with the connection wires soldered to the inside terminals. This method works well 

at making an electrical connection between the adaptors and the satellites power system but 

it was found that the presence of these lockwashers forces the adaptors to sit slightly proud 

on one side so they don’t project out perpendicular from the satellites face. This in turn 

means that there is an offset between where the docking adaptors are and where they should 

be making it difficult for a successful docking with the required six points of contact. 

To overcome this, a set of flat washer terminals have been acquired, these allow the adap-

tors to fit snugly in place at the end of each solenoid giving more precision for docking. This 
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does however place uncertainty on whether good contact is occurring for power sharing so 

a conductive glue, like a silver epoxy should be used here to ensure good contact. 

 

4.4.2 Schematic diagram: 

Referring to the datasheet for the chosen H-bridge driver (DRV8432) [18] a suitable full 

bridge mode circuit has been chosen and modeled in the eagle PCB design suite. Shown here 

in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 H-bridge driver in full bridge mode with pc104 pinout 

 

Following from this; 4 PCB’s have been manufactured and built in the university. Figures 

5 and 6 show the PCB layout with and without ground planes. Table 1 gives the parts list. 

The PCB has been sized to ISIS CubeSat specifications [3] with mounting holes, 104 pin 

stack-through connector, holes on three sides for mounting the solenoid coils and connection 

pads for connecting power through the ports and also to wire the coils to the circuit. It is a 

two sided board layout which required 12 through-holes to be manually soldered. Figure 25 

shows a completed PCB but a few changes have occurred since this was produced, most 

notably the provisions for sharing power through the docking ports has changed and will be 

discussed in the next chapter. Also the position of the fault LEDs has changed due to space 

limitations under the solenoid coils. 

As previously mentioned: the previous prototype was built on a 100mm square PCB 

which would be too large to fit the ISIS structure so along with resizing the PCB the solenoid 

brackets also need to be changed to allow for 4 mounting screws on each side. Mounting 

holes have been marked on the bottom of the PCB for a third solenoid bracket which is used 
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for the CoreSat units, this is because in the compact launch configuration the MirrorSats will 

be attached to this side of the PCB. 

 

Figure 23 PCB Layout (Rev 2) 

 

Table 1 PCB Parts list 

Figure 24 PCB layout (Rev 2) 

PARTS LIST 

U1 – DRV8432 motor driver 

C4, C5, C6, C7, C9 – 1μF  

C1,C3,C12, C13, C14 – 100nF 

C8 – 10nF 

C2 – Electrolytic 330μF 10V 

C10 - Electrolytic 47μF 10V 

C11 - Electrolytic 1000μF 

R1 – 3.3Ω 0.25W 

R2 - 1Ω 0.25W 

R3 – 22kΩ 0.25W 

H1 & H2 – SSQ-126-123-G-D 
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Figure 25 Assembled H-bridge PCB (Rev 1) 

 

4.5 Redesign of Solenoid holding bracket 

In order to have each solenoid holding bracket held by 4 screws it was necessary to change 

the design due to the fact that the PCB to fit the ISIS structure is smaller than the original 

prototype PCB. To do this the CAD drawings were modified with the main change being an 

expansion of the PCB contact edge and repositioning of the screw holes. To prevent the edge 

from impacting on the component locations on the PCB, the edge was increased in width but 

reduced in length. CAD drawings of the revised design is in Figure 26. Two of these were 

3D modelled for verification and then 10 were manufactured from Delrin®. Delrin® or ‘Pol-

yoxymethylene’ was chosen for its high stiffness and electrical isolation properties. A photo 

of all 4 assembled CoreSat and MirrorSat units is represented in Figure 27. 
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Figure 26 CAD drawings of the revised solenoid bracket. 

 

 

Figure 27 Completed docking units, CoreSat units on the left and MirrorSat on the right 
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4.6 Evaluation of H-Bridge driver circuit 

As will be shown later in section 5.3, the H-bridge driver is given a PWM signal from a 

Raspberry Pi and measurements of the output voltage and magnetic flux density were taken 

to verify the operation over a range of PWM values which are illustrated in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28 Verification of function of H-bridge driver as a plot of the measured magnetic flux density or ‘B field’ 

against PWM duty cycle. 

 
The results of this test are sufficient to conclude that the driver circuit is functioning as 

desired. Four solenoids were evaluated and all generated very similar results. The polarity 

can be swapped back and forth with no observable difference in the field intensity. Note that 

for the H-bridge to operate correctly each solenoid requires 2 inputs, a PWM signal on one 

and zero volts on the other. If a PWM signal is sent to both outputs at the same time it will 

overload the MOSFETs in the driver chip and quickly burn it out. 
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5 TESTING 

5.1 Air bearing table 

Surrey Space Centre (SSC) has a newly installed air bearing table (3m x 2m) that comprises 

of a large block of granite (3 tonnes) which has been levelled to micron accuracy and on that 

two satellite ‘mock ups’ were placed for testing. One is stationary and representative of the 

CoreSat and the other represents a MirrorSat. These were built using ISIS CubeSat structures 

affixed on top of custom test rigs, the MirrorSat is free moving by using air pads attached to 

the base of the structure. The air pads are fed from a high pressure nitrogen canister which 

is contained inside a base unit. A full fill allows free movement for approximately 5 minutes 

at a time. The movement is almost frictionless so all the movement from applied forces ac-

curately simulates micro-gravity space conditions. The table allows for 3 Degrees of 

Freedom tests (X-Y translation and Yaw). 

 

5.2 Test Rig 

Height of 3U MirrorSat on top of the test rig: 238mm 

Total weight (MirrorSat and rig): 6.35Kg 

RaspberryPi wireless LAN IP address: 192.168.0.105 

RaspberryPi Ethernet IP address: 192.168.0.103 

 

The drogues need to be positioned on the satel-

lites in a particular configuration, as in Figure 29, 

to achieve adequate constraint and confirm the 

Kelvin Clamp model. Failing this will mean 

there is no tolerance between the docking satel-

lites so that properties such as thermal expansion 

will prevent a successful docking from occur-

ring. 

 

Figure 29 Representation of direction of the V 

grooves in each drogue on the target satellite 
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Figure 30 Test Rigs of CoreSat & MirrorSat 

 

 

5.3 Raspberry Pi Set-up 

In the mission design, the chosen on-board computer (OBC) is a twin Raspberry Pi, one is 

been used for communications and payload operations, the other is been used for rendezvous 

and docking operations. This section details some of the important setup parameters neces-

sary in order to validate the Raspberry Pi’s suitability for this purpose. 

Four solenoids are to be controlled by PWM with the raspberry Pi, 2 per H-bridge circuit. 

The raspberry pi (version 2) uses a 40 pin header which gives access to 28 General Purpose 

Input/output (GPIO) as well as power and ground. 12 of these GPIO pins double as special 

function pins for I2C, SPI and UART but are free to be used as I/O if none of these functions 
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are required. 

 The GPIO pins are listed as ‘BCM GPIO’, where BCM stands for Broadcom Corporation 

so this numbering system is referencing the output channels from the chip, however, these 

can change depending on what version of Raspberry Pi is being utilised so here we have 

opted to use another system from Wiring Pi [28] which maps the GPIO pins to their own 

numbering system and therefore makes it more universal. Below, Table [2] shows the 6 lines 

per H-Bridge circuit and how they are connected to the GPIO pins and the corresponding 

WiringPi pins which are used in the program. 

Table 2 List of control inputs and pin numbers for H-bridge circuits 

 

5.4 WiringPi [28] 

The owners of this website have created a set of libraries and functions to facilitate the use 

of a RaspberryPi and the main reason it is being used here is because there is only one hard-

ware PWM output available on the device so in order to achieve the 8 required it is necessary 

to do it in software.  

The WiringPi libraries can be used from a terminal by specifying the mode and value of 

Function WiringPi GPIO BCM Physical Pin Name 

Unit 1 which is used for the bottom 2 solenoids 

  Reset AB 
 

26 12 32 GPIO.26 

  Reset CD 
 

22 6 31 GPIO.22 

PWM A 10 8 24 CE0 

PWM B 6 25 22 GPIO.6 

PWM C 14 11 23 SCLK 

PWM D 13 9 21 MIS0 

Unit 2 which is used for the top 2 solenoids 

  Reset AB 
 

5 24 18 GPIO.5 

  Reset CD 
 

1 18 12 GPIO.1 

PWM A 4 23 16 GPIO.4 

PWM B 3 22 15 GPIO.3 

PWM C 2 27 13 GPIO.2 

PWM D 0 17 11 GPIO.0 
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any GPIO pin from the RaspberryPi. First specify the mode of the pin which can be either 

in, out or PWM and then write a value to this. PWM gets given a value between 0 and 1023. 

For example, to make pin 18 (BCM) output a 50% duty cycle PWM signal type the following 

lines: 

gpio –g mode 18 pwm 

gpio –g pwm 18 512 

 

5.5 Programming in C with WiringPi 

A basic control program to power the solenoids can be easily constructed with the WiringPi 

libraries. First it is necessary to include the WiringPi libraries: WiringPi.h and SoftPwm.h as 

well as the standard libraries stdio.h and stdlib.h. 

Setup the desired workspace with wiringPiSetup() and define the pins to be used as out-

puts for reset and PWM. It is desirable to reset the H-bridge chip after power up in case it 

fell into an undesirable state so set the reset pins low (active low) for a few hundred milli-

seconds and then high again to initialise the device. 

The PWM outputs can be initialised with softPwmCreate(int pin, int value, int range). 

For setup, the value is set to zero and the range is suggested to be 100 so the output voltage 

from the H-bridge can be calculated as a percentage of the 5V available. Changing this range 

will change the output frequency, a range of 100 gives a PWM frequency of 100Hz, lowering 

the range gives higher frequency and vice-versa but note that at frequencies above 10kHz 

will be achieved in a software loop which will see a dramatic rise in CPU usage on the 

RaspberryPi. 

The duty cycle can be conveniently updated by using softPwmWrite(int pin, int value) but 

in practice this does not permit a zero value to be written so to turn off the output from each 

half bridge it is advisable to do digitalWrite(int pin, int value). 

To compile a program using WiringPi with the software PWM add the following to the com-

mand: 

-lwiringPi – lpthread 

So to compile a program called HelloWorld.c use the following command: 

gcc HelloWorld.c –o HelloWorld –lwiringPi – lpthread 
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Note:  these commands have been given here for reference only, more complete coding is 

available in the appendix. 

 

5.6 Power Supply 

The power supply chosen for the mission is the COTS GomSpace NanoPower P31u EPS 

(30W). It is a compact, over-current protected integrated EPS. The battery voltage is between 

6-8.4V, stored in a 2 cell 2600mAh (7.4V) Li-ion battery (20 Wh). This can provide 5V @ 

4A and 3.3V @ 5A with a Buck Regulator. There are 6 switchable, configurable (3.3V or 

5V), latch-up protected lines (1A typ.). There is an external Watch Dog Timer (WDT). An 

external charger port 5V at 1A will be connected to the Docking Port. Battery has hardware 

and software over/under voltage protection and a heater option. It also has I2C control. This 

EPS does not provide 12V which is required for the drive electronics in the H-bridge so this 

needs to be attained by a separate buck regulator. 

Unfortunately the GomSpace EPS was not available for testing in the laboratory so some 

standard Lithium polymer rechargeable battery packs were used instead. 

 

5.6.1 Power considerations 

The chosen H-bridge driver DRV8432 is capable of switching a circuit up to 70V and 16A 

per output pin but for the purposes of this project the solenoids are to be driven by a 5V 

supply which is available from the satellites power supply and the current drain has been 

calculated as 650mA per coil. However, to drive the chip the gate voltage (GVDD) needs to 

be 12V so a DC/DC converter is required and the MER1S0512SC [29] was chosen as it has 

a high efficiency (87%) and can supply 84mA which more than satisfies the current require-

ments of the 2 double H-bridge circuits which typically draws 8mA per half bridge while in 

operation so 64mA total. 

The test rig which was assembled to represent the MirrorSat is powered by 3 x 1200mAh 

Lithium polymer rechargeable batteries which have a nominal output voltage of 7.4V, to 

correctly simulate the power set-up of the satellite this voltage was reduced to 5V using a 

regulator with a 25W rating and so is capable of supplying 5A, much more than the calcu-

lated 2.6A required. 
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5.6.2 Battery Voltage 

Unfortunately the measured force varies considerably with battery voltage. Although the 

battery voltage is rated as being 7.4V, a fully charged battery measures 8.4V. To normalise 

the measurements the battery charge was closely monitored and if a batteries voltage 

dropped below 7.7V it was swapped out with a fully charged one so that the MirrorSat was 

continuously powered by two batteries while one charged. This meant that the current drain 

while the solenoids were energised stayed within 10% of the maximum and thus negating 

the issue so that valid measurements could be taken. Obviously this won’t be an option on-

orbit but the satellites battery will need to be monitored and manoeuvres recalculated ac-

cordingly. 

 

6 MEASUREMENTS 

Now that the air bearing table has been setup and the test rigs are complete it is possible to 

get some measurements on how the system performs. Several methods for conducting this 

have been prepared to get a complete picture on the feasibility and to provide data which can 

be used for full control when the system is implemented.   

 

6.1 Tesla Meter 

Using a Tesla meter the following measurements were made while one of the solenoids was 

powered by PWM with a 100% duty cycle. 

Adaptor Rim [mT] Tip [mT] Centre [mT] Residual [mT] 

End of solenoid core n/a 75.8 n/a 2 

Probe tip  n/a 75 n/a 1 

Mild steel drogue 50 n/a 9 4 

Aluminium drogue 50 n/a 9 0 

3D modelled drogue 47 n/a 9 0 

Flux extender n/a n/a 60 4 

Table 3 Measurement of magnetic flux density for different attachments 
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These values on their own don’t really help with implementation but they are telling of 

how each attachment directs the magnetic field. With 75.8mT measured at the end of the 

solenoid but 75mT at the tip of the probe indicates that the field is funnelled to the tip but 

the drogues tend to disperse the field all the way around the rim which will influence the 

attractiveness of each adaptor. 

The flux extenders (previously produced from stainless steel) do seem to amplify the field 

but unfortunately have a residual flux which could impact on the longer term objectives of 

the mission. 

 

6.2 Current 

The current requirements of the solenoids was measured to see if it coincides with the pre-

dicted values. This was done at 100% duty cycle 

1 solenoid draws 740mA 

2 solenoids draw 1480mA 

4 solenoids draw 2960mA 

However these values reduce when the solenoids are in use as when they warm up the im-

pedance increases and so the current drain of 4 solenoids reduces to as low as 2640mA which 

is in line with the calculated prediction. 

 

6.3 Configurations 

Four main solenoid configurations were identified as testing scenarios to measure attraction 

forces, observe how the system will operate and identify possible abnormalities. The first is 

to test the maximum attraction force so all solenoids on the docking end of each satellite are 

powered to the same polarity. Subsequent tests use combinations of north and south polari-

ties. 
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6.4 Attraction Force 

In order to understand the dynamics of how the satellites will attract to each other while on 

orbit, test rigs were setup on the air bearing table. The CoreSat was placed stationary and the 

MirrorSat was placed on its cushion of air to simulate free movement. Two main force meas-

urement techniques were used, one being with a force meter and another using weight offset. 

For attraction forces the satellites are placed face on with a 0 degree offset to achieve maxi-

mum forces. 

 

6.4.1 Force Meter 

Measurements taken with a digital force meter accurate to 5mN as seen in Figure 31. The 

separation distance was measured between the two Cu-

beSat frames which sit 30mm apart when fully docked. 

Measurement of forces when the probe and drogue are 

closer than 5mm is highly problematic as the attraction 

is very strong so they tend to lock together leading to a 

false reading. 

 

Figure 31 Using Force meter 
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6.4.2 Weight Offset 

Another method used was to measure weight offset, to do this a small weight (10g) was 

placed on a scale accurate to 1mg which had a thread attached through a pulley (smooth 

metal ring) to the MirrorSat as seen in Figure 32. There 

was concern that the pulley would create too much fric-

tion to allow accurate measurements but this was not 

found to be a major problem, in fact this method allowed 

for more accuracy at close range than the force meter and 

allowed measurements out to 30cm, however the force is 

so strong within 10cm that the weight lifts off the scales 

meaning no measurement can be made. 

From measuring the offset weight, the forces were cal-

culated using F=ma with ‘a’ being the acceleration due to 

gravity which is 9.80665 m/s2 on Earth. 

 

6.4.3 Configuration 1 

These measurements were taken to measure the maximum attraction force so to do this all 

the solenoids on the docking end of the MirrorSat were made to be magnetic south poles and 

all magnetic north poles on the docking end of the CoreSat as in Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33 Configuration 1 

Figure 32 Weight offset showing 

-63mg representing 617μN 
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Measurements at close range were taken using a force meter but outside of 10cm when the 

force is much weaker, the weight offset method was used. Combining both techniques 

gains a picture of how the system behaves over the full range from almost touching out to 

41cm 

Successful docking has been observed from out as far as 60cm but the air bearing table 

creates small disturbances and combined with turbulent air circulation in the pressurised lab 

and the magnetic moment torque means that the attraction is too weak to measure accurately. 

The results are presented here in Figure 34 on a semi-logarithmic scale along with the sim-

ulated results as calculated in section 3.3. 

 

6.4.4 Configuration 2 

In this configuration where the polarity is alternated between adjacent solenoids, as seen in 

Figure 35 many of the magnetic field lines will be closed with the nearest coil of the opposite 

polarity as seen earlier in section 3.3, simulation Figure 9, so the implication is that the mag-

netic flux density will be an order of magnitude lower in the far field. The forces observed 

are significantly lower than in configuration 1 but are in line with expectation. Measurements 

were possible out to 30cm and the exponential nature of the results are presented in Figure 

36. 

Figure 34 Configuration 1 attraction force against distance on a semi-log plot 
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Figure 35 Configuration 2 

 

Figure 36 Force against distance in configuration 2 
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6.4.5 Configuration 3 

Since the solenoids are 5cm apart on the x-axis and 10cm apart on the z-axis this configura-

tion, Figure 37, presents as the least favourable in terms of attraction. At close range (<15cm) 

it does show very positive signs of attitude control which tends to align favourably around 

the z-axis but outside of 15cm the force gets very weak too weak to accurately measure 

outside of 20cm as the magnetic flux is concentrated within the near-field of each satellite. 

Measurements were taken down to 3.5cm distance (almost touching as the satellites dock 

3cm apart) but again the results are presented here in Figure 38 down to 5cm to illustrate the 

exponential trend on a sensible scale. 

 

 

Figure 37 Configuration 3 
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6.4.6 Configuration 4 

This configuration, represented in Figure 39, yields similar results to configuration 2, which 

is expected when the simulation data is taken into account on the way magnetic field lines 

close with the nearest pole of opposite polarity. Figure 40 shows the force against distance 

observed. 

 

Figure 38 Force vs Distance in configuration 3. 
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Figure 39 Configuration 4 

 

 

 

Figure 40 Force vs distance for configuration 4. 
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6.4.7 Attraction force against PWM 

In order to determine the relationship between the attraction forces and the PWM duty cycle 

supplied some measurements were taken using Configuration 1 from Figure 33. The Mirror-

Sat’s solenoids were held at 100% duty cycle and the CoreSat’s duty cycle was varied from 

10% to 100% at a distance of 10cm and repeated at 20cm. The results in Figure 41 show an 

almost linear relationship at both distances and therefore this can be used as a model for 

calculating the required PWM value for required manoeuvers. 

 

Figure 41 Attraction Force vs PWM duty cycle 

 

6.4.8 Analysis of Attraction forces 

 

Combining the 4 configurations gives a clearer picture of how the system behaves. At very 

close range where the magnetic flux density is high, the forces are similarly strong but out-

side 10cm there are more noticeable variations. The curves are exponential in nature 

(forgiving measurement error). Configuration 1 performs significantly better than the others 

as expected and is a close match to the simulated data calculated using Gilberts model in 
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section 3.1. Presented in Figure 42 are the attraction forces from 5-41cm and Figure 43 

shows the same data on a semi- logarithmic scale which makes the results easier to compre-

hend.  

Turning on just one solenoid pair provides ¼ of the attraction force coupled with an an-

gular torque as the force will act on the satellites centre of mass, so the moment of inertia of 

the satellite needs to be known for the angular rate to be calculated. 

If you were to judge the performance of the system solely on the attraction forces then 

the winning order would be configuration 1 followed by 4, then 2 and finally configuration 

3 but interesting characteristics have been displayed in each configuration which will prove 

useful for implementing a control algorithm in the future. 

The computer simulations in section 3.3 illustrate why the forces are more intense in some 

configurations than others due to magnetic circuits being more readily closed with adjacent 

solenoids than ones below or above in the structure. 

 

Figure 42 Attraction forces from 5cm – 41cm 
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Figure 43 Semi-log plot of attraction forces 3.5cm – 41cm 

 

 

6.5 Separation force 

While on-orbit it may be necessary to separate the satellites for re-configuration or to correct 

for a misalignment. It is therefore desirable to find the kind of forces achievable so as to 

calculate the extent of separation which will be observed. The set-up for this was simply to 

place the MirrorSat in the docked position on the air bearing table with a force meter behind 

it. When the solenoids of the two satellites are energised to various degrees, measurements 

are taken.  

These experiments were conducted with a set of stainless steel drogues which act as flux 

extenders but have a low magnetic susceptibility. This allowed for an accurate force meas-

urement without the possibility of latching if the probe and drogue touch as is the case with 

the mild steel variations that had been manufactured. The measurements were later repeated 

with a set of aluminium drogues which yielded almost identical results. 
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CoreSat [% duty cycle] MirrorSat [% duty cycle] Force [mN] Acceleration 

[cm/s] 

100 100 1585 25 

100 80 1145 18 

90 100 1320 13.5 

80 100 1230 19.4 

80 80 1090 17 

80 60 815 13 

70 100 1015 10.3 

60 100 905 14 

60 60 675 10.6 

60 40 395 6.2 

50 100 705 7.2 

40 100 560 8.8 

40 60 455 7.2 

40 40 350 5.5 

30 100 n/a n/a 

20 100 n/a n/a 

20 60 n/a n/a 

Table 4 Separation forces for a variety of PWM values 

 

Figure 44 Force vs CoreSat PWM with MirrorSat at 100% 
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6.6 Analysis of separation force: 

The maximum separation force achievable occurs when both the MirrorSat and CoreSat so-

lenoids have being powered by 100% duty cycle PWM, which from Table 4 shows to be 

1.585N but this is not necessarily the most valuable discovery here. Interestingly the results 

for having a 60/40 duty cycle for CoreSat and MirrorSat respectively, generates a different 

result than having a 40/60 duty cycle. It is believed that the difference here is due to the 

design of the probe and drogue. As observed earlier, the probe channels the magnetic field 

through the tip which creates a high flux density at that point but the drogue separates the 

magnetic field so that it extends from the rim with a lower flux density in the inside centre 

of the drogue. This shows it to be more power efficient to have a higher PWM duty cycle on 

the probes to achieve separation. 

If one satellite has not energised its solenoids to at least 30%, then it doesn’t matter how 

high the intensity of the other satellites solenoids is; separation will not occur. Turning one 

satellite on creates a magnetic field which will be attracted to any ferromagnetic material, 

most likely to the soft iron core of the other satellites solenoid coils. So to achieve separation, 

a magnet of opposite polarity and sufficient magnitude needs to be present on the other sat-

ellite. This situation changes slightly when permanent latch magnets are introduced and this 

is investigated later in section 6.8. 

Another point to note here is that larger relative forces can be achieved when the duty 

cycle of both satellites is matched or closely matched. The finding here is that if the two 

magnetic fields do not match in intensity then some of the energy is lost, possibly through 

attraction to other satellites solenoid coils. 

 

6.7  Docking acceptance angles 

A series of tests were conducted to determine the maximum angle the two satellites can be 

offset by and still achieve successful docking. These tests were carried out at a variety of 

distances, angles and with different combinations of polarity on the solenoids to build up a 

pattern of behaviour. 

 

6.7.1  Configuration 1 

The first tests were performed in configuration 1, with all the solenoids of the docking end 
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of the MirrorSat south poles and north on the CoreSat at full power from a distance of 30cm. 

Straight docking, 0 degree offset, energising the coils whilst the 2 satellites are face to 

face occurs in 10seconds from this distance and is highly repeatable. 

All angles up to around 45̊ perform similarly with minimal disturbances and soft docking. 

Above 45̊ docking becomes a little difficult, although in most cases the MirrorSat does still 

dock, some angular momentum causes it to twist past the target which results in the flux 

extenders of the bottom docking units to latch. Impacts in 12seconds @ 45̊. 

Docking can occur in 15 seconds from a 60̊capture cone and 20 seconds from 75̊. Each test 

was repeated 10 times but the flux extenders latch every time leaving the satellites misa-

ligned. Offset tolerances are +/- 15 degrees and +/10 degrees respectively for these cases.  

Since testing has shown that the flux extenders on one side or the other lock together almost 

every time during capture it is recommended to place an insulator on the ends of these to 

prevent this undesired latching. 

If the offset angle, θ, is above the tolerance, the magnetics will attempt to turn to the correct 

pose but overshoot occurs and by the time it re-aligns it’s too late and a false capture occurs. 

This is the case at all angles above 45̊. 

 

6.7.2  Configuration 2 

The configuration was changed so that at the docking end of the solenoids to one side (say 

the left side) being all North and the other (right side) all South as in configuration 2. Previ-

ous tests have shown the attraction force of this configuration to be significantly weaker so 

the tests here are to check for potential for better attitude correction. It was no surprise to 

find no movement at 30cms so the tests were conducted from a 20cm separation. At a 0̊ 

straight on manoeuvre the docking takes 25seconds but there is significant angular move-

ment which results in the flux extenders latching. If the offset is more than +/- 10 ̊ the forces 

will cause the satellite to rotate to align but this results in the north side of one to be repelled 

by the north side of the other which increases the angular rate and cause repulsion, causing 

the 2 satellites to spin away from each other out of the acceptance cone. This configuration 

is not recommended for direct docking but could be used for pulsed attitude correction. 
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6.7.3  Configuration 3 

This configuration of having alternating North/South poles on each satellite gives poor at-

traction forces, in fact no positive motion is apparent until within 20cm separation where 

docking can occur in 20seconds. If the velocity is kept low this configuration shows signs 

of steering into alignment as long as the satellites are not offset significantly in the Z direc-

tion. Docking is possible within the 45̊ acceptance cone but needs careful monitoring as it is 

likely to cause misalignment and even repulsion if the offset is greater than +/- 15 degrees. 

 

6.7.4  Configuration 4 

On the 3DOF air bearing table this configuration performs reasonably well with successful 

docking occurring within the 45̊ cone but in 6 DOF space it is expected that the disturbances 

will be the same as in configuration 2 except in the Z direction. So care must be taken to use 

this for attitude correction without allowing solenoids of the same polarity to align which 

would cause a repulsion with severe angular torque. 

 

6.7.5 Conclusions 

Combining all these results confirms previous experiments carried out by Caltech which is 

that docking can occur within a 45 degree half cone with the offset tolerances being depend-

ant on the distance from the target and on the careful consideration of the effects of solenoid 

polarities as a small change in approach attitude can easily cause solenoids of the same po-

larity to align which results in an angular repulsion force that may be difficult to rectify. 

Referring to Figure 45, where the capture cone is a 45 degree half angle from the Y axis and 

the offset angle is given by θ. 

From 30 cm the offset tolerance is +/- 30 degree roll/pitch/yaw. 

From 15 cm the offset tolerance is +/- 20 degree roll/pitch/yaw. 

Within 5cm the offset tolerance is +/- 10 degree roll/pitch/yaw. 
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Although docking was observed outside of 

these tolerances it was found that accuracy and 

repeatability greatly reduced so these are good 

limits to adhere to. 

 

6.8 Testing of Latch magnets 

The external magnetic field from the small latch 

magnets inside the drogues on the CoreSat are 

required to exert a small holding force on the 

inserted probes from the MirrorSat and thus 

give a powerless hold. It was discovered earlier 

that when the permanent magnets are attached 

to a ferromagnetic material like steel or stainless steel, the magnetic field can flow more 

easily through the steel and therefore the field lines are closed inside the material resulting 

in no external field available to create a latch with the probe. For this reason some paramag-

netic materials were considered for the drogue with aluminium being the material of choice 

as it fulfils other requirements of conductivity and weight saving. 

Prior to receiving aluminium drogues a set of 3D modelled drogues were produced in 

order to validate this theory and indeed it does function as desired. Using a force meter a 

value of 140mN was measured for each drogue/probe pair which calculates as 420mN total 

latching power. A repulsion force greater than 420mN is required to overcome the latch and 

separate the satellites, so it follows that if the first configuration is used then a 60/40 Mirror-

Sat/CoreSat duty cycle is required to get separation which was measured to have 455mN 

(from table 4). 

In practice the total holding power of the 3 latch magnets was measured to be 365mN and 

the power required is just a 40/40 duty cycle for the satellites to separate with a force of 

155mN or 24mm/second. 

Later this was again verified using aluminium drogues but it should be noted that the V 

groove was not cut so there was only one point of contact in the aluminium resulting in 

inaccurate hold measurements, it has been accepted that the 3D modelled versions generated 

results similar to any paramagnetic material so aluminium would be the same. 

Figure 45 Representation of capture angles 
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Note that the latch magnets need to be inserted with the correct (all the same) polarity, 

otherwise when separation occurs there will be an angular torque. 

 

6.9 Un-docking from launch configuration 

When AAReST is launched it will be in the compact configuration where the MirrorSats are 

latched to the side of the CoreSat, during launch they will be held in place with Frangibolts 

and after insertion into orbit these will be cut but configuration will be maintained due to 

latch magnets in the docking drogues. Tests were conducted to check the holding power of 

these latches and also to determine a method for un-docking. 

Preliminary testing suggested that un-docking would be impossible as a whole range of 

power and polarities were investigated but no separation occurred. However, it was found 

that the cause of this is the magnetic attraction of the solenoids to the steel flux extenders of 

the CoreSat which is always more powerful than the repulsion force between the solenoids 

and the small latch magnets. As mentioned before in section 3 it is easy to calculate why no 

separation occurred using the relationship: 

 𝐹 = ((𝑁𝐼)2𝜇0𝐴)/2𝑔
2 (12) 

As while the two satellites are docked the flux extenders are only 3mm apart so when one 

coil is powered it will exert a force of over 10N on the other. [13] 

To overcome this only the upper docking solenoids were energised (2 probe and drogue 

pairs). This works ok on the 3 DOF environment of the air bearing table but in orbit this 

would create an undesirable torque so it is recommended that the flux extenders which have 

been placed at this position on the CoreSat be manufactured from aluminium and contain a 

small latch magnet for the solenoids to oppose to achieve separation. This would increase 

the ability to smoothly control separation and therefore reduce the need to stabilise by other 

means like thrusters or momentum wheels.  

Also it is necessary to be aware of the polarity the latch magnets have been inserted, for 

simplicity during testing they have all been inserted with their south poles facing out towards 

the MirrorSat but this is not necessary so long as the polarity is known. 
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6.10 Undocking from wide configuration 

In orbit it will be desirable to use the solenoids to un-dock but to prevent the MirrorSat from 

drifting away out of control. Several scenarios were tested for to find the best method of 

performing this. Although having a 40% duty cycle on both satellites will give separation it 

was observed to be slow with unreliable repeatability so a 50% duty cycle is recommended. 

In one scenario the solenoids were energised at 50% power in configuration 1 for 3 sec-

onds which causes the MirrorSat to move away slowly, if the polarity of the MirrorSat is 

then reversed and ramped up to 100% power then the MirrorSat will be held within the 

capture zone and re-docking will occur after 20seconds. 

Further refinements on this technique has shown that if the repulsion power is at 50% for 

1 second and then polarity reversed with 50% CoreSat and 80% MirrorSat for 10seconds 

then the satellites will stabilise the system and maintain a distance of approximately 10-

12cms. Similarly, repelling for 1.5 seconds and then reversing and attracting at 100% will 

stabilise the system 20-25cms apart. These measurements are summarised in Table 5. 

 

CoreSat 

[dutcycle] 

MirrorSat 

[dutycycle] 

Dura-

tion [s] 

 CoreSat  

[dutycycle] 

MirroSat 

[dutycycle] 

Duration 

[s] 

Separation 

[cm] 

50 50 3  100 100 20 Re-docked 

50 50 1  70 70 10 10 

50 50 1.5  100 100 10 20 

50 50 2  100 100 20 25 
Table 5 Some testing scenarios of how to repel and stabilise the MirrorSat 

 

 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

This project represents just one part of the whole AAReST mission which has now been 

moved on to the next stage of implementation as critical components have been redesigned, 

manufactured and tested with modifications made along the way as required.  

Several drogue designs were created and evaluated for their merit and when a suitable 

design was accepted it was tested in a variety of configurations to confirm its operation. It 

was discovered that the metal these are made from makes significant differences to perfor-

mance so several were created to make help make conclusions about which will best suit the 
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mission. 

An H-bridge circuit was created and duplicated in order to test and verify the function. 

Overall it performed well and should be ready for the next stage of production in preparation 

for launch. 

Intensive testing took place on an air bearing table to mimic the frictionless environment 

of space in an attempt to gain a working knowledge of how the satellites will behave whilst 

on orbit. Attraction, latching and separation forces were carefully measured and calculated 

as well as docking acceptance angles and overall system behaviour which can be incorpo-

rated into a control algorithm to bring autonomy to the project. 

The project verifies that there is enough propulsion available by using just the solenoids 

to perform docking manoeuvres from out to 60cm separation. It verifies that there is a sig-

nificant tolerance on the part of the mating probe and drogue to allow for small errors in 

attitude determination from the visual sensors. The possibility to have up to a 45̊ half angle 

offset between the two satellites and still achieve docking. Verification took place for pow-

erless hold after docking by use of small neodymium magnets and also for the 6 points of 

contact within the probe and drogue pairs. 

Sufficient data has been collected to allow a control algorithm to be developed which 

would likely lead to further air bearing table testing in conjunction with the vision sensors 

when available.  

 

7.1 Evaluation 

To evaluate the success of this project it is necessary to take a look at the objectives and 

compare the outcome with the original requirement: 

“Redesign the docking port receiver cup or ‘drogue’” 

Before tackling this issue a full review of past and current areas of study which relate to this 

project was performed. It was found that electro-magnetics are seldom used for docking in 

space and only one current study is being performed by NASA in a mission called AERCam 

[22] but they have developed a single docking adaptor and are not using a kelvin clamp. 

Designing a suitably dimensioned drogue proved to be quite troublesome since many of the 

outer dimensions have been locked to suit the satellites payload but one design seems to have 

solved the problem, namely the ‘3rd drogue prototype’. Air bearing table testing with 3D 
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modelled drogues have shown a stable hold which seems to verify this design. Although 

manufacturing the V groove is difficult without the correct equipment, EDM is a common 

process in industry. 

“Include small permanent magnets to allow powerless hold after successful docking.” 

Several methods were considered in order to achieve powerless hold after docking but to 

achieve this with 2 points of contact on the probe tip complicates matters. The conclusion is 

that due to a small magnetic field being produced by small neodymium magnets, ferromag-

netic metals close the field lines too readily leaving no holding force so the drogues should 

be made from a paramagnetic material such as aluminium. Unfortunately this reduces the 

effective length of the solenoid core but testing has shown no significant reduction in attrac-

tion forces. The magnetic discs (6x1mm) need to be inserted in the correct orientation, 

preferably all the same so that they do not affect the performance of the solenoids. Testing 

has proven the effectiveness of the latch magnets and given ways to overcome their hold and 

un-dock from the different configurations. 

 

“Redesign base plate of docking port to suit the CubeSat standard.” 

The PCB shape came from published CubeSat standards [3] and was slightly modified to 

allow positioning of solenoid holding brackets at either side of the PCB, resulting in less 

room for wiring to run up the sides of the structure. To make use of this PCB an H-bridge 

driver circuit was integrated into the PCB with power and control lines being mapped to the 

on-board PC104 bus connections with respect to the chosen power supply and Raspberry Pi 

GPIO pins. 

“Assemble test models of a core-sat and a free flyer.” 

After manufacturing the necessary PCB’s and drogues in-house, test models representative 

of a CoreSat and a MirrorSat were assembled in the lab. It was decided to hold the CoreSat 

stationary and have the MirrorSat perform all the necessary manoeuvers. This meant that 

only the MirrorSat was wirelessly controlled via a Raspberry Pi and USB Wi-Fi dongle. The 

solenoids of the CoreSat were simply connected to an adjustable 5V PSU with toggle 

switches to control polarity. After these were assembled, testing of the performance of the 

chosen H-bridge was performed and verified. 

 

“Demonstrate successful undocking and docking on the air-bearing table.” 

Once the whole project was assembled it was possible to evaluate the performance of the 
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newly manufactured components and to determine the viability of the mission as a whole. 

More than 3 weeks of testing in total provided invaluable performance data relating to dock-

ing, un-docking, latching and the associated forces. Docking proved to be possible out to a 

maximum of 60cm separation although the forces outside of 40cm were too small to be 

accurately measured with the equipment used. Docking was evaluated in different solenoid 

configurations and the characteristics of each documented. 

The maximum offset that the 2 satellites can still achieve docking was evaluated as being 45̊ 

but it should be noted that the greater the angle, the greater the chance of a false capture, so 

the docking satellite should be as close to straight on as possible before engaging the sole-

noids. 

 

7.2 Future Work 

Now that the H-bridge circuit has been demonstrated as being fully functional and control-

lable from a Raspberry Pi (the chosen On-Board-Computer) steps can be taken to implement 

the design using space qualified components. 

As aluminium has been chosen here as being a suitable choice of drogue material, a full 

set should be manufactured and have the V groove etched by spark erosion. Once these are 

manufactured they will need to be glued in place with electrically conductive glue to allow 

power sharing to occur. 

A sister project to this one is being conducted in the University of Surrey which aims to 

use a 3D vision sensor for proximity and attitude determination so the next step will be to 

combine these two projects together, implementing a control algorithm to automate docking 

manoeuvers. Preliminary results from this show +/-2mm accuracy from 1m to 10cm, com-

bining this with the expected forces from each solenoid pair should allow an automated 

docking procedure to take place. 

Further consideration of the Earth’s magnetic moment needs to be taken into account, 

many of the air bearing table tests were performed in line with Earths dipole to minimise 

disturbances but while on-orbit this is not likely to be possible. A good solution could be to 

pulse solenoid pairs in a fashion that will negate the disturbances by compensating for them. 

Since many of the docking manoeuvres (either successful or not) resulted in a pair of flux 

extenders latching together, leaving the satellites misaligned, some work needs to be done 
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to solve this problem. It may be as simple as placing a thin insulator on the face of each 

device to prevent the steel from touching but it may transpire that changing to a paramagnetic 

material is the best choice. 
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9 APPENDIX 1 - WORK PLAN 

 

 

Expected Outcomes:  

 Design and production of docking system to be fully implemented and ready for in-

tegration into the proto-flight model. 

 Successfully test and display prediction graphs for the system in operation in space. 

 Full graph of distance versus attraction force for all solenoid power configurations. 

 Outline potential problems and give possible solutions to issues that could be en-

countered in orbit. 

 

Deliverables: 

 Investigation into prior research for AAReST docking system and a review of other 

similar lines of study being conducted globally. 

 Study of the docking system design with a review of the issues encountered and pos-

sible solutions which could be implemented. 

 Complete building four docking units and integrate these into ISIS structures for test-

ing on the air bearing table. 

 Full demonstration of repeated detachment and docking. This includes measurement 

of force versus distance, measurement of capture angle limits and tolerances and ver-

ification of the effectiveness of the permanent hold magnets. 

20-Feb 22-Mar 21-Apr 21-May 20-Jun 20-Jul 19-Aug 18-Sep

Design modified docking
Include magnets

Change Wiring harness
Test H-bridge

Duplicate H-bridge circuit
Redesign base plate

Fit modified base plates
Assemble test models
Setup airbearing table
Demonstrate docking

Interim Report & poster
First Draft
Final draft

Submission
Viva
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10 APPENDIX 2 – BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

10.1.1 PWM 

Pulse Width Modulation is a type of modulation where the frequency of a square wave is 

adjusted in order to control the amount of power reaching the load. When this method is used 

with an inductive load the resulting power flux becomes a smooth curve due to the propaga-

tion delay through the inductor. In this project we use PWM as an output from a computer 

to control the electro-magnetic force achieved by the coils of the docking system through an 

H-bridge which converts the PWM into a smooth DC voltage and thus avoiding negative 

effects like eddy currents. 

 

 

10.1.2 Dual polarity electro-magnets 

The docking system uses a set of electro-magnets which will be driven by an H-bridge circuit 

and computer controlled. The direction of current determines the polarity of the magnet poles 

which can be determined by the right hand rule: If you grip the solenoid with your fingers 

pointing in the direction of current flow then your thumb will be pointing at the magnetic 

north pole. For the purposes of this project there is a red wire to one side of each solenoid 

and a black to the other, a positive voltage on the red for example will make that end of the 

solenoid a magnetic north pole. In this way we can ensure that the coil nodes have the correct 

polarity at each instance of the undocking/docking sequence.  
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APPENDIX 3 – CAD DESIGN OF DROGUE PROTOTYPES 

First Drogue Prototype: 

 

 

Second drogue Prototype: 
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APPENDIX 4 - RESULTS OF MAGNETIC FORCES 

 

 

 

Configuration 1  using force meter 

Distance (cm) Force (mN)  Distance (cm) Force (mN) 

20 15 10 130 

19 20 9 180 

18 20 8 245 

17 25 7 325 

16 40 6 565 

15 50 5.5 1045 

14 55 5 1655 

13 65 4.5 2095 

12 85 4 2745 

11 105 3.5 3320 

Configuration 1  using weight offset 

Distance 

(cm) 

Weight 

offset (g) 

Force (mN)  Distance 

(cm) 

Weight 

offset (g) 

Force 

(mN) 

41 0.078 
0.76 

25 1.672 16.40 

40 0.120 1.18 24 1.895 18.58 

39 0.203 1.99 23 2.065 20.25 

38 0.324 3.18 22 2.207 21.64 

37 0.378 3.71 21 2.732 26.79 

36 0.407 3.99 20 3.251 31.88 

35 0.707 6.93 19 4.637 45.47 

34 0.777 7.62 18 5.504 53.98 

33 0.881 8.64 17 5.803 56.88 

32 0.921 9.03 16 6.001 58.84 

31 0.952 9.34 15 7.511 73.55 

30 1.020 10.00 14 8.108 79.43 

29 1.151 11.29 13 9.121 89.24 

28 1.237 12.13 12 9.703 95.12 

27 1.375 13.48 11 10.532 102.97 

26 1.430 
14.02 

10 >15 n/a 
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Configuration 2 using a combination of weight offset and force meter 

Distance [Cm] Offset [g] Force [mN] 

3.5  5700 

4  2100 

4.5  1105 

5  595 

6  365 

7  200 

8  125 

9  80 

10  55 

11  40 

12  30 

13  20 

14 1.52 14.9 

15 1.217 11.9 

16 0.926 9.1 

17 0.807 7.9 

18 0.747 7.3 

19 0.395 3.9 

20 .393 3.8 

21 .372 3.6 

22 .336 3.3 

23 .287 2.8 

24 .275 2.7 

25 .237 2.3 

26 .190 1.9 

27 .127 1.2 

28 .084 0.8 

29 .063 0.6 

30 .041 0.4 

 

Configuration 3 using combination of force meter and weight offset 

Distance [cm] Weight off-

set [g] 

Force [mN]  Distance [cm] Force [mN] 

20 0.012 0.12 11 30 

19 0.086 0.84 10 40 

18 0.154 1.51 9 65 

17 0.207 2.03 8 100 

16 0.325 3.18 7 155 

15 0.553 5.42 6 285 

14  10 5 510 

13  15 4 2600 

12  25  3.5 3475 
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Configuration 4 using combination of force meter and weight offset 

Distance 

[cm] 

Weight offset [g] Force [mN]  Distance 

[cm] 

Force [mN] 

30 0.075 0.735 16 25 

29 0.102 1.000 15 30 

28 0.163 1.598 14 40 

27 0.205 2.010 13 60 

26 0.261 2.560 12 85 

25 0.417 4.089 11 100 

24 0.710 6.963 10 135 

23 0.573 5.619 9 170 

22 0.982 9.630 8 255 

21  10 7 375 

20  10 6 525 

19  15 5 1050 

18  20 4 3125 

17  20 3.5 4100 

 

Force calculated in configuration 1 

PWM Weight Offset 

[g] 20cm 

Force [mN] 

20cm 

Weight Offset 

[g] 10cm 

Force [mN] 

10cm 100 3.251 31.88 n/a 130 

90 2.900 28.46 10.420 102.19 

80 2.645 25.96 8.632 84.65 

70 2.138 20.98 6.717 65.87 

60 1.584 15.54 5.084 49.86 

50 1.082 10.62 3.938 38.62 

40 0.738 7.24 2.973 29.16 

30 0.548 5.38 2.290 22.46 

20 0.209 2.06 1.279 12.54 

10 0.067 0.66 0.752 7.38 
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APPENDIX 5 – SAMPLE CODING FOR PWM 

/*  

Program to set Software PWM on 8 output pins of the Raspberry Pi. 

Pin numbers are for WiringPi 

Bottom: PWM A = Pin 10, PWM B = Pin 6, PWM C = Pin 14, PWM D = Pin 13 

Reset AB = Pin 26, Reset CD = Pin 22 

Top: PWM A = Pin 4, PWM B = Pin 3, PWM C = Pin 2, PWM D = Pin 0 

Reset AB = Pin 5, Reset CD = Pin 1 

*/ 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <wiringPi.h> 

#include <softPwm.h> 

 

int setup(void) 

{ 

wiringPiSetup (); 

if (wiringPiSetup () ==-1) 

return 1; 

pinMode (25, INPUT); //Connect Switch to BCM 26 

 

// Setup outputs for Unit 1 

pinMode (26,  OUTPUT); // *reset AB 

pinMode (22,  OUTPUT); // *reset CD 

 

//Reset H-bridge circuit by holding reset low for 300mS 

digitalWrite (26, 0); //Reset AB 

digitalWrite (22, 0); //Reset CD 

delay(300); 

digitalWrite (26, 1); 

digitalWrite (22, 1); 

 

// Initiate software PWM @0% 

softPwmCreate (10, 0, 100); // Pin, value, range. 10=OUT A 

softPwmCreate (6, 0, 100); //6=OUT B 

softPwmCreate (14, 0, 100); //14= OUT C 

softPwmCreate (13, 0, 100); //13= OUT D 

 

//Setup outputs for Unit 2  

int i=0; 

for (i=0;i<6;i++)  

pinMode(i,OUTPUT); 

 

digitalWrite (5, 0); //Reset AB //Reset unit 2 

digitalWrite (1, 0); //Reset CD 

delay(300); 

digitalWrite (5, 1); 
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digitalWrite (1, 1); 

softPwmCreate (4, 0, 100); //4=OUT A // Pin, value, range 

 

softPwmCreate (3, 0, 100); //3=OUT B 

softPwmCreate (2, 0, 100); //2= OUT C 

softPwmCreate (0, 0, 100); //0= OUT D 

return 0; 

} 

 

int all_on(void)  // Turn on solenoids 

{ 

softPwmWrite (6, 100); 

softPwmWrite (13, 100); 

softPwmWrite (3, 100); 

softPwmWrite (0, 100); 

return 0; 

} 

 

int all_on_reverse(void) //Reverse polarity 

{ 

softPwmWrite (10, 100); 

softPwmWrite (14, 100); 

softPwmWrite (4, 100); 

softPwmWrite (2, 100); 

return 0; 

} 

 

int main (void)  

{ 

setup(); 

int x =0; 

 x = digitalRead(25); //Check input switch 

printf("Switch Value is:%d\n",x); 

if (x ==1){ 

all_on (); //Turn solenoids on positive polarity 

delay(10000); //Leave on for this number of milliseconds 

digitalWrite (10, 0); //Turn Unit 1 off 

digitalWrite (13, 0); 

digitalWrite (4, 0); //Turn unit 2 off 

digitalWrite (0, 0); 

} 

else { 

all_on_reverse(); // Turn solenoids on reverse polarity 

 

delay(30000); //Leave on for this number of miliseconds 

} 

 

//Turn everything off 

digitalWrite (10, 0);  

digitalWrite (14, 0); 
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digitalWrite (4, 0); 

digitalWrite (2, 0); 

digitalWrite (6, 0); 

digitalWrite (13, 0); 

digitalWrite (3, 0); 

digitalWrite (0, 0); 

return 0; 

} 

 

 

 

 


